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Paris, September 20, 2021   

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY WASTE RECOVERY: 

ANTEA GROUP AND BATIRIM®, SUEZ GROUP, APPLY DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY TO THE 

DECONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION OF BUILDINGS 

 

Faced with growing societal expectations in terms of environmental protection and the preservation 

of resources, Antea Group, an international firm which is an expert in deconstruction contracting and 

asbestos removal, and batiRIM®, a joint venture created by SUEZ and Resolving which is a start-up 

specializing in the digital acceleration of the real estate and construction industries, announce the 

signature of a partnership. The partnership will provide players in the construction industry with a 

selective deconstruction solution in order to maximize the reuse and recycling of waste. This approach 

is supported by the unique RIM® (Resource Information Modeling) tool which will allow Antea Group 

to expand its service offering for deconstruction and renovation projects which support the circular 

economy.  

 

Digital tools are essential for optimizing the selective deconstruction of a structure and supporting this transformation. 

This is why Antea Group chose to partner with batiRIM® and provide a digitalized Product-Equipment-Materials-Waste 

diagnosis with the RIM® tool in its service offering. This solution quantifies, qualifies and maps the flows of products and 

materials from buildings being renovated, redeveloped or deconstructed and assesses their potential for reuse and 

recycling, before work even starts. This diagnosis is the key component for defining the Circular Economy strategy thanks 

to the use of data collected on the ground, and in doing this meets new regulatory challenges.  

 

Thanks to this tool, Antea Group will be able to use the data, references, and plans created during the digitized diagnosis 

to organize the cleaning or selective deconstruction sites with the various stakeholders. The tool also makes it possible 

to integrate the building plans into a digital interface, in 2D or 3D, and to store the acquired data in an interactive and 

secure database, within the batiRIM® platform, which is shared with all site stakeholders. This diagnosis will make it 

possible to monitor the flows of products and materials (windows, floors, doors, etc.) until they can be incorporated into 

new constructions. Antea Group will also be able to ensure traceability and the facilitated management of selective 

deconstruction and to measure the carbon footprint while providing reliable data to its customers. 

 

Pascal Voyeau, CEO of Antea Group France, commented: “Reducing the environmental impact of our customers' 

construction sites and working with them to develop the circular economy are the goals we’ve set for ourselves. To 

achieve this, we are drawing on advanced technologies: the partnership with batiRIM® is a key success factor in our 

approach.”  

 

Yann Vincent, CEO of batiRIM® and Managing Director of Services to Businesses, SUEZ Recycling and Recovery 

France, added: “As a player in environmental preservation, SUEZ mobilizes its stakeholders to drive a successful 

environmental transition by developing circular economy models. The solution provided by batiRIM® to Antea Group is 

a concrete example which draws on industry references, digital tools for modeling the buildings to be deconstructed, and 

the expertise of a team.” 
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If you would like to learn more:  

On September 21 at 11:00 a.m., Antea Group and batiRIM® are organizing a webinar on the subject of waste 

recovery in the construction industry upstream of the deconstruction or renovation phase, and more specifically on 

how digital technology cans help to achieve the new objectives related to the AGEC Law (French Anti-Waste Law for a 

Circular Economy).  

To register for the webinar: click here  
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Antea Group 
Antea Group is an international engineering and environmental consulting firm specializing in full-service solutions in the fields of water, infrastructure, the 

environment, and environmental data management. 

Learn more at: www.anteagroup.fr 

 

batiRIM® 

batiRIM® is a joint venture created by SUEZ and RESOLVING whose aim is to accelerate the development of innovative digital solutions dedicated to the renovation 
and selective deconstruction of buildings in support of the circular economy. 
This joint venture combines the complementary expertise and shared values of RESOLVING, a digital accelerator in the real estate and construction industries, a 
specialist in BIM (Building Information Modeling), and SUEZ, a major player in recovery and recycling, which is strongly committed to the circular economy. The joint 
venture merges the agility of a start-up and the might of a group and represents a new collaborative model, part of the digital revolution and the resource revolution. 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/batirim 
 
About SUEZ:  

Since the end of the 19th century, SUEZ has built expertise aimed at helping people to constantly improve their quality of life by protecting their health and supporting 

economic growth. With an active presence on five continents, SUEZ and its 90,000 employees strive to preserve our environment’s natural capital: water, soil, and 

air. SUEZ provides innovative and resilient solutions in water management, waste recovery, site remediation and air treatment, optimizing municipalities’ and 

industries’ resource management through “smart” cities and improving their environmental and economic performance. The Group delivers sanitation services to 64 

million people and produces 7.1 billion m3 of drinking water. SUEZ is also a contributor to economic growth, with more than 200,000 jobs created directly and indirectly 

on an annual basis, and a provider of new resources, with 4.2 million tons of secondary raw materials produced. By 2030, the Group is targeting 100% sustainable 

solutions, with a positive impact on our environment, health and climate. SUEZ generated total revenue of €17,2 billion in 2020. 

 

Find out more about the SUEZ Group  

on the website & on social media 
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